[The CIMH Track Concept in Psychiatry: Syndrome-specific Treatment across Modalities - Part 2 - Practical implementation].
Modern psychiatry needs to implement novel mental health care systems in order to address recent developments in diagnostics and treatment of psychiatric patients. In this context, it is necessary to take into account recent ethical and certain legal aspects which explicitly seek to reduce coercive treatment. The so-called "track-unit" is a promising strategy in order to achieve these goals. The "track-unit" seeks to enhance and improve patients' autonomy, setting-overlapping team continuity, compliance and adherence to treatment as well as to reduce time of patients in hospital as inpatients by more flexible intervention. Although there are many interfaces between normal wards and the "track-unit", implementation into daily routine should be done gradually. The first part of this paper will focus on required changes taking as an example the Department of Psychiatry and Psychotherapy at the Central Institute of Mental Health in Mannheim. In the second part, we will describe corresponding helpful constructional measures. In part three, we will discuss the socio-economic aspects and benefits of "track-units". In conclusion, the implementation of "track-units" in a German psychiatric department is a personnel and economic endeavor to improve the link and coordination between diagnostics and treatment throughout all stages of mental illness.